Interspecific hybridization may enhance the capacity of populations to adapt to changing environments, and has practical implications for reforestation. We use genome-wide estimates of admixture and phenotypic traits for trees in a common garden to examine the extent and direction of gene flow across a Picea hybrid zone, testing assumptions of the bounded hybrid superiority and tension zone models of hybrid zone maintenance. Seeds were collected from the ecological transition zone spanning from maritime to continental climates across the Picea sitchensis-P. glauca contact zone, and 721 trees were planted in a common garden experiment within the hybrid zone. Individuals were genotyped using a panel of 384 candidate-gene single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) putatively associated with adaptive traits in Picea, and phenotyped at age ten for height and autumn cold hardiness. Low interspecific heterozygosity in hybrids indicated that intrinsic reproductive barriers were too weak to prevent widespread recombination, although introgression appeared asymmetric with P. sitchensis dominating the zone. Whereas marker-based hybrid index was strongly correlated with climate and geography, phenotypic traits exhibited weak or no significant clines. Our results indicated that exogenous selection appeared to play a strong role in the distribution and structure of this hybrid zone, indicative of an environmentally determined bounded hybrid superiority model of hybrid zone maintenance, although endogenous mechanisms could not be ruled out. This study provides insight into the mechanisms underlying adaptation across ecologically transitional hybrid zones that will ultimately provide an additional tool in managing these economically important tree species.
Introduction
Natural hybrid zones are important biological systems for examining the roles of natural selection and gene flow in the maintenance of reproductive isolation and species differences. Interspecific hybridization is an important source of novel genetic variation in which new genetic recombinants may gain a further capacity for adaptive evolution (Rieseberg & Wendel 1993; Fritz et al. 2006) . This is particularly important in a changing climate, where there is growing evidence that some tree species may exhibit pronounced adaptational lag . Introgression, where allelic variants are exchanged between species permanently and repeatedly, may increase a species' evolutionary potential and ability to adapt in the face of climate change and increasing environmental stochasticity. Although introgression between congeneric forest tree species is widely documented (Lexer et al. 2004) , hybrid zones have traditionally remained a 'black box' in tree breeding programs, where the goal is to produce seed for reforestation optimally adapted to relatively local environments. Increased understanding of the mechanisms underlying local adaptation in hybrid zones may produce additional tools to mitigate the influence of climate change in managed forests.
Hybrid zone maintenance has a rich theoretical background that can be distilled into two types of models differing fundamentally in the mode of selection implicated: endogenous (non-environmental), or exogenous (environmental). The tension zone model developed in detail by Barton & Hewitt (1985) describes a hybrid zone shaped by endogenous genetic factors independent of the environment. In contrast, the bounded hybrid superiority model (Moore 1977; Arnold 1997) applies to hybrid zones in which exogenous selection shapes variation within the contact zone, and the fitness of hybrid and parental genotypes differ amongst environments (Wilhelm & Hilbish 1998) . Furthermore, this model assumes that hybrids exhibit greater fitness relative to parental genotypes due to genotype-by-environment interaction within the ecologically transitional habitat (Moore 1977) . Although these models have clearly differentiated assumptions, clinal variation resulting from geographic variation in environmental selection gradients (Endler 1977; Moore 1977) and intrinsic selection against hybrids are often indistinguishable (Barton & Hewitt 1985; Kruuk et al. 1999) , and in some hybrid zones both extrinsic and intrinsic selection may be acting (e.g., Artemisia tridentata, Wang et al. 1997; Miglia et al. 2005) . Teasing apart the mechanisms that contribute to hybrid zone maintenance may help us to understand the role of environment and genetic factors in hybrid zone persistence.
Evaluation of interspecific gene flow and the distribution of hybrid genotypes offers an understanding of the mechanisms, both extrinsic and intrinsic, that maintain distinct species (Field et al. 2011) . Genome-wide scans of mapped loci provide increased resolution of potential locus-specific effects for maintaining species differences, whereas genomic clines for hybrid indices along ecological gradients may quantify relationships maintaining the hybrid zone (Nolte et al. 2009; Teeter et al. 2010; Gompert & Buerkle 2011) . Finally, combining genetic and phenotypic data within a common garden allows for inference of both the extent and direction of gene flow, and ultimately aids in teasing apart genotype-by-environment interactions. This approach will have broad ecological, conservation, and economic implications in forest tree hybrid zones, where identification of seed source populations for reforestation within transitional habitat remains problematic. Moreover, where admixture results in an increased capacity to respond to a changing climate , associating fitness proxies in longlived tree species such as growth and cold hardiness, with climatic variation may aid in identifying those genotypes suitable for re-planting in areas where climatic conditions have changed or are predicted to change.
The introgression zone between Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong) Carr.) and white spruce (P. glauca Moench Voss) spans maritime to continental climates along the Nass and Skeena river valleys in northern British Columbia. In British Columbia, Sitka spruce is a significant component of the Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) ecosystem. This largest of spruce species thrives at a mean annual temperature of~8°C and mean annual precipitation exceeding two metres (Pojar et al. 1991) . White spruce, a component of the Interior Cedar Hemlock (ICH) ecosystem characterized by cold, wet winters and warm, dry summers along with periodic extremes, comes into contact with Sitka spruce along river valleys where moist, cool climates offer transitional habitat between these coastal and inland ecosystems (Ketcheson et al. 1991) . Early studies identified the zone of contact using morphology and phenology (Roche, 1969) , whereas subsequent studies have characterized physiology (Grossnickle et al. 1996; Fan et al. 1997; Silim et al. 2001) , insect resistance (O'Neill et al. 2002) and neutral genetic variation (Yeh & Arnott 1986; Sutton et al. 1994; Bennuah et al. 2004) . The large amount of variation observed amongst populations across the hybrid zone has been attributed to steep climatic gradients.
Although there is strong evidence for the role of exogenous selection maintaining this hybrid zone, the fitness of parent species and hybrid individuals has not been directly assessed. Bennuah et al. (2004) described geographic clines in hybrid index based on a small number of expressed sequence tag markers along environmental gradients in the zone, suggesting environmental selection strongly influences genetic composition. However, clinal variation may also arise from endogenous selection, which was not examined within the Bennuah et al. (2004) study. By capitalizing on genomic resources developed for both Sitka and white spruce, and a 10-year-old common garden experiment previously established within the hybrid zone, we aim to better understand the mechanisms underlying the maintenance of this hybrid zone.
In the current study, we have used a genomic survey of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to examine the composition of individuals collected from across the contact zone as well as reference pure parental species, all planted in a common garden experiment located within the hybrid zone. Using genomic composition estimated by hybrid index, and interspecific recombination evaluated using heterozygosity, we first asked whether the direction and extent of introgression across the contact zone fits predictions of a bounded hybrid superiority or a tension zone model of hybrid zone maintenance. We then compared associations between hybrid index and climate variables, indicative of exogenous selection, and distance variables, indicating a pattern of isolation-by-distance, to infer potential mechanisms influencing genetic structure across this zone. Finally, we tested for differences in phenotypic traits among genotypic classes to gain further support for the presence or absence of hybrid superiority. This research will provide insight into the role of intrinsic and extrinsic factors in the maintenance of this hybrid zone, and inform seed transfer guidelines for current and future climates for forest trees in ecologically transitional areas.
Methods

Plant material and common garden experiment
Open-pollinated seeds were collected in 1997 from 29 locations throughout the introgression zone by the British Columbia Forest Service. Populations from the Nass and Skeena River drainages were analysed together, where previous research by Bennuah et al. (2004) indicated drainage distance up river valleys predicted genetic ancestry. Two additional allopatric populations, Sitka spruce on Haida Gwaii, British Columbia (HG) and white spruce from the Ottawa valley region, Ontario (ENA, Table 1 and Fig. 1) were also included in the study as reference parental populations. Cones were collected from the upper canopy of three to seven seed parents per location by helicopter. Open-pollinated progeny from each seed parent were grown for 1 year in a nursery, and ten seedlings per family were subsequently transplanted into a common garden near Kitwanga, British Columbia (55°17′N, 128°10′W, Fig. 1) . A split-plot block design was used for the common garden with 10 replications, where the main plots were regional sets and the subplots were sampling locations within regions to avoid shading and other competitive effects due to regional height differences negatively impacting growth or survival. Sampling location subplots were non-contiguous with individual populations randomized within main regional plots. On average, six progeny were sampled per open-pollinated family, for a total of 721 trees from sampling locations spanning the contact zone. Trees were measured for 10-year height, artificially tested to determine cold hardiness, and sampled for DNA extraction and genotyping.
Artificial freeze tests
Branches were harvested in late August 2010 from the common garden trial in Kitwanga, BC for artificial freeze testing using methods described in detail by Hannerz et al. (1999) . Several Five millimetre needle segments per individual branch were cut and placed in a tube with 0.2 mL of distilled water and a trace of silver iodide to facilitate ice nucleation. Samples were frozen at three temperatures, À8, À18 and À28°C, in order to obtain intermediate injury levels for at least one temperature. Chamber temperature was lowered at a rate of 4°C/h and then held for 1 h at each test temperature before removal. Control samples were kept at 4°C for the duration. After freezing, 3.5 mL of distilled water was added to each sample and they were refrigerated for 24 h. Samples were then shaken for 60 min prior to initial measurement of electrolytic conductivity, heat-killed at 95°C for 1.5 h, refrigerated for 24 h, reshaken, and then re-measured for conductivity. Flint's Index of Injury I t (Flint et al. 1967 ) was calculated as a percentage of injury as follows: levels at À28°C were too high to be informative, therefore these data were not analysed further.
SNP selection and genotyping
Newly flushed lateral shoots were collected in June 2009, flash frozen in the field, and transported in liquid nitrogen for genetic analysis. Fifty milligrams of tissue was ground to a fine powder using a Mixer Mill MM 400 (Retsch) and DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB protocol (Doyle & Doyle 1990 ). Pure Sitka (N = 1088), white (N = 40), and Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii, N = 40) were genotyped for 1536 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in genes identified as putative candidates for roles in budset timing or cold-hardiness development (Holliday et al. , 2010a , white pine shoot tip weevil ( Consequently, genetic differentiation (F ST ) was used as a tool for selecting SNPs for development of hybrid indices where high allele frequency differentials between species contain more information about ancestry (Buerkle 2005) . The selected SNPs are likely subject to some ascertainment bias in terms of under-representation of rare alleles because of the way in which SNPs were selected (Namroud et al. 2008) . Selected SNPs were genotyped using the Illumina bead array platform in conjunction with the GoldenGate allele-specific assay in a 96-well, 384-SNP format (Shen et al. 2005; Fan et al. 2006) . This highly multiplexed assay hybridizes two oligos specific to the alleles at the SNP site along with a third oligo specific to genomic DNA downstream from the SNP. The primers used for PCR product generation contain fluorescent moieties, which differentiate homozygotes and heterozygotes based on fluorescent signals. Genotyping quality was examined using the GenomeStudio Genotyping Module (v1.0) for successfully genotyped SNPs (N = 338). Quality was assessed using a number of criteria, including call rates >90%, a minimum 'GenTrain' score of 0.40, visual assessment of differentiation of homozygote and heterozygote clusters, and minimum intensity threshold for fluorescent signals from replicate beads (>1000). SNPs were ranked based on five categories (i) failed; (ii) not polymorphic; (iii) polymorphic, but low genotyping quality; (iv) clear genotyping, but extreme heterozygote excess or heterozygote deficiency resulting in large deviations in Hardy-Weinberg expectations that may result from genotyping paralogues rather than homologues, or other genotyping inaccuracies and (v) high-quality genotyping. Of the initial 384 SNPs, 268 met the high quality standard of (v) for subsequent analysis, eight of which have exhibited significant associations with cold hardiness phenotypes within Sitka spruce (Holliday et al. 2010a , Table S1 , Supporting Information).
Genomic admixture analysis and hybrid identification
To estimate admixture amongst individuals, we carried out analyses using two different approaches: A maximum likelihood estimate of hybrid index calculated using the program hindex (Buerkle 2005) ; and a Bayesian clustering approach implemented in Structure version 2 (Pritchard et al. 2000) . Hindex requires a priori knowledge of pure parental individuals, here identified as allopatric populations-HG (Sitka spruce) and ENA (white spruce) to estimate the proportion of ancestry for either parent, where a hybrid index of zero corresponds to pure white spruce and one corresponds to pure Sitka spruce. Structure, however, estimates a posterior probability (q) of assignment to k genotypic cluster categories rather than a priori assignments of pure species. Multilocus genotypes describing the proportion of individual genotype assignment to k clusters, with the assumption of k = 2 representing two species, were used to estimate the proportion of individual parent species' contribution to the admixed gene pool. Structure runs were carried out using the admixture model assuming correlated allele frequencies with a burn-in step of 50 000, followed by 100 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo iterations. Ten replicate runs of models using genotypic clusters (k) from 1 to 10 confirmed k = 2 had the highest log-likelihood probability (Figs S1 and S2, Supporting information).
Using hindex and Structure provides additional confidence in assignment of genotypic classes. Pearson correlations between hybrid index and q-value were estimated to test whether a priori assignment of pure parental species prejudiced the calculation of ancestry. ENA individuals used to represent pure white spruce are from populations thousands of kilometres from the hybrid zone that have no possibility of introgression with P. engelmannii, which hybridizes extensively with white spruce in mountainous areas of southeastern British Columbia and southwestern Alberta. To confirm that ENA samples were representative of white spruce found in British Columbia, a subset of 120 loci genotyped both in ENA samples on the 384 SNP array and in white spruce individuals from Fort Nelson, British Columbia on the 1536 SNP array (58°49′ 59″, 123°27′ 0″), were further compared using Structure. Those results indicated a high posterior probability (q, where 0 is white spruce) that individual ENA and Fort Nelson, BC genotypes originated from the same genotypic cluster (average ENA = 0.01 ± 0.005, average Fort Nelson = 0.006 ± 0.001, Fig. S3 , Supporting information).
Interspecific heterozygosity was estimated in the Rpackage Introgress (Gompert & Buerkle 2010) for each individual and compared with hybrid index to provide a means to categorize individuals into genotypic classes. Expectations followed Milne & Abbott (2008) , where F1 individuals have both 100% interspecific heterozygosity and a hybrid index of 0.5 in which each species contributes equally to the genome-wide estimate of admixture (see Fig. 1 in Milne & Abbott 2008) . Furthermore, due to the complex and overlapping nature of hybrid classes, e.g., an F2 may resemble an F3, classes are broadly defined as backcrosses to either parent (BCS, BCW) if they exhibited <100% proportion, but >75% ancestry from one parent, or as advanced-generation hybrids (FN) if ancestry proportions remained relatively equal between species, but interspecific heterozygosity decreased below 85%. In effect, classification was achieved based on genomic discontinuities visible in two-dimensional hybrid index-heterozygosity space for all SNPs (Fig. 2A) . This analysis is similar to that implemented in NewHybrids (Anderson & Thompson 2002) , distinguishing pure parentals from advanced-generation introgressants, and requires fewer assumptions than the Bayesian approach of NewHybrids. Although there is always still some uncertainty in class assignment with advanced generations, the use of broad categories for each class allows for assignment of those more complex derivatives with reasonable confidence (Milne & Abbott 2008) .
A lack of diagnostic (species-specific) markers results in higher estimates of interspecific heterozygosity for pure parent species than expected. We compared interspecific heterozygosity further, evaluating a subset of the 268 loci closest to being diagnostic for species, with an allele frequency differential >0.90 (n = 31, Fig. 2B ). Comparing interspecific heterozygosity for these strongly differentiated loci with estimates for all SNPs provides insight into whether the apparent lack of early-generation hybrids and greater interspecific heterozygosity of parent species is due to ancestral polymorphisms.
Quantitative genetic data analysis
To better understand phenotypic variation in height and cold injury across the hybrid zone, an analysis of variance was conducted using the linear model:
where r is the effect of rep i, s is the effect of set j, p k is the effect of population k and f(p) kl is the effect of family l within population k. This full model was reduced to:
where r is the effect of rep i, p j is the effect of population j and f(p) jk is the effect of family k within population j, as all terms involving regional set were not significant and had no effect on the model. Additive genetic variance and narrow sense heritability was estimated for each trait, assuming negligible influence of maternal effects, inbreeding, epistasis or correlated paternity (Streiff et al. 1999; Mimura & Aitken 2007b) . Quantitative genetic differentiation amongst populations (Q ST ) was estimated using the relationship described in Spitze (1993) using PROC VARCOMP in SAS with the restricted maximum likelihood option (METHOD=REML).
Statistical analysis
Spatial structure of relationships between introgression and the environment were examined using regressions of both climate and distance variables for provenances on genotypes (hybrid index) and phenotypes. The latitude, longitude and elevation of sampling locations were input into ClimateBC v.3.2 ) which estimates seasonal and annual climate variables based on geographic coordinates. Climate variables were selected from ClimateBC based on univariate linear regressions for hybrid index and phenotypic traits, identifying those variables that likely influence local adaptation producing the strongest clines and explaining the greatest proportion of variance. Non-linear physical drainage distance up river systems from the Pacific Ocean was estimated using ArcGIS (Version 10), replicating methods from Bennuah et al. (2004) . Distance from the ocean in this region is strongly associated with climatic gradients from maritime to continental climates. Regressions were estimated from individual tree data using R 2.5.1 (R Development Core Team 2007), excluding the ENA population due to its great distance from the hybrid zone. As non-linear clines are common across hybrid zones (Arnold 1997) , both linear and non-linear regressions were tested. In addition, multiple linear stepwise regressions were performed to evaluate the relationship between geographic and climatic variables with genome-wide estimate of ancestry and putatively adaptive phenotypic traits (Table S2 , Supporting Information).
Height and cold injury phenotypes were analysed as components of fitness, as conventional lifetime fitness measures are not possible in such long-lived organisms. Response variables were analysed using ANOVA to compare the means amongst genotypic classes, followed by a post-hoc analysis using Tukey's HSD (honest significant difference) test for multiple comparisons. These tests were accompanied by a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, which does not assume a normal distribution.
Results
Analyses of admixture using both hindex and Structure indicate a high proportion of hybrid individuals and asymmetry with more Sitka spruce ancestry than white spruce in the hybrid zone. Average hybrid index based on hindex was 0.78, and of the 721 individuals analysed, Structure identified 345 individuals with a q-value ! 0.9, 35 0.1, and 346 between 0.1 and 0.9, where a q-value equal to one indicates pure Sitka spruce. The high correlation between ancestry estimates from Structure and hindex (r = 0.997, P < 0.001), although hindex requires inclusion and a priori identification of pure parents and Structure does not, indicates that hybrid index estimates do not depend on pure parental samples being identified.
Low overall interspecific heterozygosity across all individuals (0.06-0.49) indicates that this hybrid zone is largely comprised of advanced generation recombinants, with weak or no barriers to reproduction between species. Individuals were assigned to genotypic classes by comparing hybrid index and interspecific heterozygosity jointly ( Fig. 2A) . The absence of an F1 generation (with 100% heterozygosity and intermediate hybrid index based on the criteria of Milne & Abbott (2008) is consistent with an advanced-generation hybrid zone and a lack of reproductive barriers between species. Although low interspecific heterozygosity suggests widespread recombination, the distribution of the majority of hybrid index estimates over 0.5 suggests that introgression is skewed towards Sitka spruce ancestry ( Fig. 2A) . This asymmetry is reflected in the distribution of genotypic classes based on hindex, where only 15 individuals were classified as backcrosses towards white spruce (BCW), compared to 139 individuals classified as advanced-generation hybrid class (FN), and 501 individuals classified as backcrosses to Sitka spruce (BCS). Evaluation of a subset of 31 near species-diagnostic loci with an allele frequency differential >0.90 produced lower values of interspecific heterozygosity for white spruce (zero to 0.35, mean = 0.05) and Sitka spruce (0 to 0.13, mean = 0.03, Fig. 2B ) when compared to results for 268 loci. Patterns were consistent with results using the full set of markers, indicating that estimates of interspecific heterozygosity for pure species, although higher than expected, were consistent with widespread recombination and allele-sharing, rather than divergent ancestral polymorphisms (Stö lting et al. 2012).
Narrow-sense heritabilities were estimated as 0.16 for cold injury at À8°C, 0.17 at À18°C and 0.17 for height, typical for these traits in conifers. Quantitative genetic differentiation (Q ST ) amongst all populations was moderate to low, at 0.35 for cold injury at À8°C, 0.38 at À18°C and 0.13 for height.
Regressions of both hybrid index and phenotypic traits on distance and climatic variables revealed strong geographic and climatic clines for hybrid index but weak clines for phenotypic traits (Fig. 3, Table 2 ). Clines of hybrid index with independent variables other than mean annual temperature (MAT) were non-linear (Fig. 3) . A quadratic regression for hybrid index on both drainage distance and continentality, and an inverse transformation for mean annual precipitation produced the best model fit. Drainage distance up rivers from the coast exhibited a strongly significant non-linear relationship with hybrid index with increasing distance from the coast to the interior (quadratic regression: R 2 = 0.73, P < 0.001, Fig. 3 ). This relationship was mirrored in the cline for MAP, which appeared to have a threshold pattern with a steep inflection observed at 1000 mm, above which hybrid index estimates remained close to one (Sitka spruce) and below which a steep decline in hybrid index was associated with decreased precipitation. Significant clines were also observed for continentality (difference between mean warmest month and mean coldest month temperatures) and MAT. Whereas clinal variation in continentality explains a considerable proportion of the variance in hybrid index (quadratic regression: R 2 = 0.41, P < 0.001), MAT is more weakly associated with hybrid index (R 2 = 0.28, P < 0.001).
Hybrid index exhibited significant clinal variation with respect to climate variables, however, drainage distance overall explained more variation than any one climate variable. As drainage distance is highly correlated with several climatic variables (MAT r = À0.80, MAP r = À0.80, continentality r = 0.89, P < 0.001 all), both climate and drainage distance variables reflect the transition between maritime and continental climates characteristic of the introgression zone. Multiple linear stepwise regressions of hybrid index with drainage and climate variables (MAT, MAP, and continentality) indicated all variables were significantly related to hybrid index (R 2 = 0.68, P < 0.001), although drainage distance explained the most variance (F-value = 1344.06, P < 0.001).
Cold injury exhibited only shallow linear clines along climatic gradients and geographic distances, and somewhat surprisingly, there was no clinal variation detected for height (Table 2) . Drainage distance was significantly associated with cold injury (P < 0.001), but explained just five to seven percent of the variation in cold injury amongst individuals. For all phenotypic traits, stepwise multiple linear regression with distance and climate variables did not improve the variance explained over univariate regressions.
Comparison of phenotypic characters across all genotypic classes using ANOVA with post-hoc tests for multiple comparisons, along with a non-parametric equivalent, Kruskal-Wallis, indicated means differed significantly amongst genotypic classes (Fig. 4, Table 3 ). However, pairwise comparisons between genotypic classes provided a clearer view of differentiation (Table 3 ). For cold injury at À8°C, all individuals with membership in a hybrid class appeared to have greater cold hardiness than either pure parental species (Fig. 4) . Multiple comparisons indicated that hybrid classes were not significantly different from each other, but were significantly different from both parental species classes, and Sitka and white spruce classes were not significantly different from each other (Table 3 ). However, this pattern was not observed at the colder temperature. Overall, at À18°C, pure Sitka exhibited the greatest cold injury, and as the contribution of Sitka spruce decreased and white spruce increased, there was increased cold hardiness (Fig. 3) . The BCW class appeared slightly more cold tolerant, on average, than white spruce at À18°C, although not significantly different from white spruce (Table 3) . Although there were significant differences amongst genotypic classes in height (Table 3) , there were no significant pairwise comparisons. This finding suggests that the differences observed are largely due to the shorter BCW class (Fig. 3) .
Discussion
The genomic architecture of the Sitka-white spruce zone of introgression revealed some surprising paradoxes. Low overall interspecific heterozygosity based on all single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), ranging 0.06-0.49, indicates an advanced-generation hybrid zone in which recombination is widespread. Variation in the proportion of ancestry across the zone appears to be strongly influenced by both geography and climate, indicating an important role for exogenous selection shaping the genomic architecture of the zone. However, asymmetric introgression with a predominance of Sitka spruce ancestry suggests pre-or post-zygotic barriers may influence structure within this zone. Surprisingly, a large proportion of phenotypic variation within the common garden remained unexplained by provenance geography or climate. Phenotypic variability suggests that hybrid classes are transgressive for cold hardiness at minimally damaging cold temperatures, but at lower temperatures, cold hardiness is lower in more maritime populations and greater in more continental populations, fitting expectations based on species' ecological differences.
Geographic variable
Hybrid index structure
Most genotypes were classified as backcrosses toward Sitka spruce (69%) or as advanced-generation hybrids (FN-19%). There was no clear evidence of an F1 generation across the hybrid zone, consistent with an advanced-generation hybrid zone characterized by widespread interspecific recombination (Lexer et al. 2010; Teeter et al. 2010) . The lack of early-generation hybrid derivatives is in line with selection for segregating hybrids within an ecologically transitional habitat, where hybrid genotypes may exhibit novel adaptations or combinations of traits (Rieseberg et al. 1999; Milne & Abbott 2008) . Other hybrid zones studies have also observed a dearth of early-generation hybrid classes where F1-hybrid genotypes either make up a minority of hybrids present, or are absent (Milne & Abbott 2008; Lexer et al. 2010) . Assignment of genotypic classes, however, comes with some expectations of error. Using our approach to class assignment, which was relatively flexible and broad, genotypes with very similar profiles are unlikely to be grouped inaccurately (Milne & Abbott 2008) . The sampling scheme used for the common garden may have introduced a bias in the distribution of genotypic classes. This experiment was established to compare local adaptation and productivity amongst seed sources for reforestation within the hybrid zone, rather than at the periphery and beyond.
The lack of species-specific markers may introduce potential biases with respect to the genetic contribution of Sitka spruce or white spruce. However, these methods have been used to handle more variable markers (Nolte et al. 2009; , and largely congruent patterns are observed amongst all SNPs and a subset of those exhibiting allele frequency differentials over 0.90 (Fig. 2B ). An additional caveat may be the use of SNPs pre-selected from putatively adaptive genes. Consistent with evidence from Arabidopsis thaliana, which suggests different genes may be targets of selection in different environments (Hancock et al. 2011) , outlier analysis indicates only three of the 268 loci we studied here appear to be significant F ST outliers. (J. A. Hamilton, C. Lexer, and S.N. Aitken unpublished). Exclusion of these loci from the present analysis did not change the results.
Fitness of genotypic classes
The ability to grow competitively and develop sufficient cold hardiness in advance of first frost is critical for the health and survival of boreal tree species (Morgenstern 1996; Howe et al. 2003) . Increased cold hardiness in hybrids relative to parental genotypes within the hybrid zone provides support for the bounded hybrid superiority model. Although we have not directly tested the model using reciprocal transplants amongst parental species and hybrid environments, we have examined fitness proxies for both parental and hybrid genotypes within this zone. Interestingly, we saw that hybrid genotypes exhibited slightly greater cold hardiness than parental species on average when tested at À8°C, but that with colder test temperatures this pattern changed (Fig. 4) . Heterosis in early-generation hybrids usually results from dominant allelic effects, but is generally not retained in advanced-generation recombinants (Rieseberg & Carney 1998) . As cold injury patterns at À8°C are common for all hybrid classes, none of which are early-generation hybrids, heterosis is unlikely. Rather, this pattern may reflect transgressive segregation due to complementary gene action of alleles differentiated in parental populations combining to produce phenotypic extremes (Rieseberg et al. 1999; Latta et al. 2006) . Given the well-differentiated climatic niches exhibited between species, we predict that opposing allele combinations within the species may contribute to transgressive phenotypes for hybrid individuals. We are currently examining both genomic and geographic clines of mapped SNP loci that may allow us to identify regions of the genome that are well differentiated between parent species, along with locus-specific effects of candidate genes that may play a role in cold adaptation (J. A. Hamilton, C. Lexer and S. N. Aitken unpublished) . Surprisingly, there was little variation in height amongst genotypic classes, and no significant pairwise differences after accounting for multiple comparisons. The only class to exhibit slight differences was the backcross to white spruce class, which also exhibited the greatest cold tolerance across genotypic classes at both test temperatures. Although this class may exhibit the well-established trade-off between growth and development of cold hardiness, it also has the fewest members of any class (N = 15). Intrinsic incompatibilities may contribute to lower overall fitness and lower numbers; however, the lower numbers could be an artefact of sampling. In addition, the test site had a relatively benign, intermediate climate [mean annual temperature (MAT) = 2.9°C and mean annual precipitation (MAP) = 802 mm]. Height data were analysed for two additional common garden sites on which this experiment was planted within the hybrid zone that exhibited more extreme temperatures (more continental site, MAT = 2.2°C, MAP = 1057 mm; and more maritime site, MAT = 5°C, MAP = 1578 mm), and a similar lack of significant provenance or climatic variance in height across genotypic classes was observed (unpublished).
Historic introgression
Low levels of interspecific heterozygosity combined with a high frequency of hybrids suggest this hybrid zone is the product of both long-term contact and widespread recombination between the two species (Fig. 2) . Sitka and white spruce are closely related (Ran et al. 2006) and their current distribution and structure reflect events during the Pliocene epoch, and subsequent expansion and contraction of ice sheets during the Pleistocene (Morgenstern 1996) . Recolonization history suggests these species came into contact most recently following the Pleistocene, but may have had repeated, intermittent contact during glacial and interglacial cycles (Pisaric et al. 2003) . Pollen records from eastern British Columbia suggest a dominance of Picea pollen, putatively attributed to white spruce, only 9000 YBP (Pisaric et al. 2003) , whereas Sitka spruce rapidly expanded its range along the Pacific coast~15 000 YBP following the Quaternary period (Pielou 1991; Mimura & Aitken 2007a; Shafer et al. 2010) . Molecular evidence and recent climate envelope modelling support rapid expansion of Sitka spruce following a stepping stone model of serial recolonization along the Pacific coast, placing it within the Nass-Skeena region well in advance of white spruce (Mimura & Aitken 2007a; Holliday et al. 2010b) . These findings suggest introgression may have first occurred between the putative local species (Sitka spruce) and later colonizing species (white spruce), contributing to asymmetrical patterns of introgression towards Sitka spruce (Currat et al. 2008; Petit & Excoffier 2009) .
One consequence of the greater movement of Sitka spruce genome towards white spruce populations than the reverse is that new alleles or allelic combinations will expand the gene pool of Sitka spruce further into the hybrid zone over time, potentially constituting a selective advantage for Sitka genes within the hybrid zone (Keim et al. 1989) . Introgression may provide novel allelic variation and allelic combinations, resulting in an increased ability to adapt to new conditions .
Pre-and post-zygotic incompatibilities
Pre-and post-zygotic incompatibilities may also generate asymmetric introgression (Rieseberg & Soltis 1991; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010) . Anecdotal evidence from artificial crosses between these species indicates no intrinsic post-zygotic barriers to reproduction exist in the F1 generation (J. King, personal communication) although genetic incompatibilities (Bomblies & Weigel 2007 ) that can cause hybrid breakdown in the F2 generation cannot be ruled out. The average wind direction from April to June within the hybrid zone (Environment Canada) suggests greater opportunity for coastal pollen to flow towards the interior than the reverse, which may contribute to asymmetry. The timing of reproduction, a potential pre-zygotic barrier, is determined jointly by highly heritable heat sum requirements (Hanninen & Tanino 2011) and the rate of heat sum accumulation in a given location. Heat sum accumulation above a threshold of 5°C estimated from ClimateBC varies from 848 to 1571 degree days across the locations sampled, and higher heat sums on the coast may favour dispersal of Sitka spruce pollen to receptive white spruce over the reverse. Although genetic differences in heat sum requirements between these species have not been studied, they may contribute to the patterns observed.
Genetic and phenotypic relationships with climate and distance
Strong clinal variation in SNP-based hybrid index indicates that the transition between maritime and continental climates along the Nass and Skeena rivers strongly impacts the genetic structure of populations throughout the contact zone. We observed similar climatic and geographic patterns for hybrid index using hundreds of potentially adaptive SNP markers to those seen by Bennuah et al. (2004) for a small number of putatively neutral markers. Strong relationships between hybrid index and drainage distance may be attributed to isolation by distance or to climate; however, concordant and strong correlations with climatic variables suggest environmental selection may be a more pervasive force influencing spatial structure. Although hybrid index exhibited significant clines with all climate variables tested, MAP was associated with particularly steep clines at 1000 mm of precipitation (Fig. 3) . Introgressants may not tolerate high levels of precipitation, or may be out-competed by pure Sitka spruce under wetter conditions, but in drier environments there appears to be strong selection against Sitka spruce. This clinal variation in hybrid index along moisture, and to a lesser extent, temperature gradients suggests exogenous selection, and supports the bounded hybrid superiority model of hybrid zone persistence.
Clinal variation for phenotypic traits was surprisingly weak across the introgression zone. Cold injury phenotypes exhibited shallow clines, whereas height exhibited no clinal pattern. The large degree of variation within populations observed in phenotypes is typical of hybrid zones (Rieseberg & Carney 1998; Arnold et al. 2008) . Different gene combinations can result in similar hybrid indices, but produce a range of phenotypic values. Our expectations were that increased variation due to introgression would be counter-balanced by spatially varying environmental selection, producing phenotypic clines associated with climatic variance. In Sitka spruce, phenotypic variation in cold hardiness and bud set phenology is associated with at least 35 SNPs, of which 15 show temperature and latitudinal clines in frequency across the species range (Holliday et al. 2010a) . Whereas a large proportion of phenotypic variation is explained by geographic and climatic variation within Sitka spruce, patterns of phenotypic variation between Sitka and white spruce species are less clear. Based on the bounded hybrid superiority model of hybrid zone maintenance we do not necessarily expect strong clinal variation in phenotypes. Particularly where cold tolerance at moderate freezing temperatures confers a fitness advantage for hybrids, we would not expect a clinal gradient. Few individuals were sampled from the eastern end of the introgression zone, and this may also have contributed to the lack of significant clines amongst phenotypic traits. Additional common garden sites into allopatric environments, along with assessment of additional phenotypic traits such as drought tolerance and pest resistance, may have provided a more robust phenotypic test of the bounded hybrid superiority model.
Seed transfer and climate change
Our geographic and climatic clines for hybrid index provide guidance for how far seed can be transferred for reforestation and maintain local adaptation to current and future climates. Given the relatively flat clines across areas with high hybrid index values, it seems reasonable that seed can be moved amongst locations within this largely Sitka spruce area (hybrid index ! 0.80). Based on drainage distance, this corresponds to the area from the ocean to~150 km up river valleys.
More care needs to be taken with seed transfer farther inland, where hybrid index is below 0.8 and climatic clines are steeper. Here we use the example of the Kitwanga population (drainage distance = 220 km, MAP 757 mm, MAT 5.4°C, continentality 22.0°C). The mean hybrid index of the 24 individuals genotyped from this population is 0.60, with a wide range amongst individuals from 0.47 to 0.86. Drainage distance explains most variation in hybrid index, and is the easiest measure for use in seed transfer decisions. If the goal is to plant seedlings with an average hybrid index within 10% of the value of local populations, seed could be collected from up to 25 km farther up-or downstream from the planting location. Given the high level of variation within populations, however, this may be overly restrictive.
Planning for future climates becomes more challenging. This region has already become warmer and wetter in the past 25 years compared with the base climate normal period of 1961 -1990 (Mbogga et al. 2010 . Using ClimateBC and the middle-of-the-road general circulation model CGCM A2 carbon dioxide scenario, the projected climate for Kitwanga, BC in the 2080s is for a slight increase in precipitation (to MAP = 803 mm), a large increase in temperature (to MAT = 9.4°C) and a decrease in the difference between summer and winter mean temperatures (to Continentality = 20.1°C). Assuming current populations are optimally adapted for our climate normal period, the optimal hybrid index values derived from regressions in Fig. 3 for the 2080's are 0.68 for MAP, 0.79 for Continentality, and 1.0 for MAT. The lack of congruence amongst temperature and moisture variables makes it difficult to speculate on optimal hybrid index values for a warmer future, as the increase in precipitation does not match the increase in temperatures. Although this location may be warm enough for pure Sitka in the future, it may not be wet enough. However, the great variability in natural hybrid populations, like Kitwanga, suggests there is considerable standing variation in these populations for adaptation to future conditions. This study is part of the PhD thesis of J.A.H. on the genetic mechanisms underlying local adaptation in the Picea sitchensis 9 P. glauca hybrid zone. J.A.H. is broadly interested in the genetic consequences of introgression within natural tree populations. C.L. is interested in evolutionary genomics of adaptation and speciation in plants and provided analytical support. S.N.A. is a forest geneticist investigating climate change outcomes for trees using population genomic approaches, and is interested in ecological and conservation genetics.
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